We aimed to dissociate two levels of hierarchical structure building in language and mathematics, namely 'first-level' (the build-up of hierarchical structure with externally given elements) and 'second-level' (the build-up of hierarchical structure with internally represented elements produced by first-level processes). Using functional magnetic resonance imaging, we investigated these processes in three domains: sentence comprehension, arithmetic calculation (using Reverse Polish notation, which gives two operands followed by an operator) and a working memory control task. All tasks required the build-up of hierarchical structures at the first-and second-level, resulting in a similar computational hierarchy across language and mathematics, as well as in a working memory control task. Using a novel method that estimates the difference in the integration cost for conditions of different trial durations, we found an anterior-to-posterior functional organization in the prefrontal cortex, according to the level of hierarchy. Common to all domains, the ventral premotor cortex (PMv) supports first-level hierarchy building, while the dorsal pars opercularis (POd) subserves second-level hierarchy building, with lower activation for language compared with the other two tasks. These results suggest that the POd and the PMv support domain-general mechanisms for hierarchical structure building, with the POd being uniquely efficient for language.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to compute symbol sequences in language and mathematics represents the powerful capability humans have for information processing. In language, sentences are produced as a linear sequence of words, but the words are organized to form syntactic chunks (i.e. phrases), which can be further grouped into larger chunks (i.e. clauses and sentences). For example, a simple sentence such as 'The young man bought a big house'. can be grouped into [ [1] [2] [3] . It is assumed that repeated chunking during sentence processing leads to a build-up of hierarchically structured mental representations that allow the assignment of grammatical relations, and thus mapping from the word sequence to the meaning of the sentence. This linguistic hierarchical structure building process is known under different names, such as 'Unification' [4] or 'Merge' [5] .
'Merge', for example, is a computation to build a minimal hierarchy. Multiple application of Merge builds up the hierarchical structure of an entire sentence. The resulting hierarchical structures differ between sentence types. Sentences with the object noun phrase in sentence initial position (non-canonical structure) have more complex hierarchical structures than sentences with the subject noun phrase in sentence initial position (canonical structure). In an extremely complex case, the sentence structure can have multiple centre-embeddings such as 'The rat the cat the dog chases caught ate the cheese'. Neuroimaging studies have revealed that the processing of minimal hierarchies in artificial grammar sequences [6] and minimal phrases [7] activates the frontal operculum in adults, but involves the lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) when language processing is not yet fully automatic, as in second language learners [8] and children [9] . For the processing of complex hierarchical structures, the left pars opercularis (PO), which is part of the posterior part of the inferior frontal gyrus, is selectively recruited, for both object-first noncanonical structures [10] [11] [12] and embedded structures [6, 10, 11, 13, 14] . Studies have provided insights into the neural mechanism underlying the processing of hierarchical structures, by comparing sentences with different structural complexities.
Mathematics, another human complex cognition ability, also involves hierarchical structures such as (1 þ 3) Â (4 2 2). Although the neural bases of several aspects of mathematical cognition have been uncovered [15] [16] [17] and compared with that of language [18] , we still have little knowledge about the process of hierarchical structure building in mathematics. There is only one study that has investigated the processing of abstract formulae with hierarchical structures and compared these with formulae having a flat structure. In that study, the regions anterior to the PO in the left hemisphere were found to be activated [19] . The more anterior activation for the processing of hierarchical structures in mathematics compared with language could be either a reflection of a domain difference, or a reflection of the difference of automaticity of processes owing to a difference in the everyday use of those two domains (for a discussion, see [20] ).
The goal of the present functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study was to investigate the neural mechanisms of hierarchical structure building in language and mathematics from linear input sequence, in a step-by-step manner. Specifically, we focused on whether the build-up of hierarchical structures at different levels in a hierarchy is supported by different brain regions in the posterior lateral PFC.
Our hypothesis concerning the different levels of hierarchy and their possible computational substrate was inspired by the view that processes at a higher level in the hierarchy recruit more anterior brain regions in the PFC than the processes at a lower level in the hierarchy [21] [22] [23] [24] . This view was initially formulated to model executive functions as a domain-general hierarchical cognitive control process. According to this view, a simple button press task to external stimuli is executed by a simple stimulus-response mapping in the premotor cortex ('sensory control'). When the stimulus-response mapping rule is dependent on immediate context, a more anterior region (the posterior lateral PFC) exerts the action selection in the premotor cortex ('contextual control'). If there is a further factor that changes the mapping rule over time, in addition to the immediate context, then a yet more anterior region (the anterior lateral PFC) sends a control signal to the posterior lateral PFC to select the appropriate action ('episodic control'). Finally, when multiple episodes switch serially, the highest level of cognitive control ('branching') is exerted to the anterior lateral PFC by the polar lateral PFC.
Here, we apply the hypothesis of a posterior to anterior gradient in the PFC that was formulated for executive functions [21] [22] [23] [24] to the build-up of different hierarchical levels of abstract hierarchical structures. The present study was designed to test whether the build-up of a lower level hierarchy is computed in more posterior regions in the PFC than the build-up of a higher-level hierarchy, both in language and in mathematics.
In order to keep the hierarchical structure and the processing steps at lower and higher hierarchical levels as comparable as possible across language and mathematical sequences, we used Japanese language and presented mental arithmetic in the Reverse Polish notation. In this notation, binary arithmetic operators are given after the two natural numbers (figure 1d). This sequence is comparable to a simple Japanese sentence in which two noun phrases (subject and object noun phrase) are given prior to the sentence-final verb (figure 1, note that the sentence structure displayed in figure 1c does not follow the convention of linguistics, but is meant to indicate the assumed operational similarity with the arithmetic domain in figure 1d ). Japanese and other free word order languages (e.g. Korean) allow this structure, unlike languages with the verb in the second position, such as English (where it comes after the subject noun phrase). As a control condition, we added a verbal working memory task in which a serial string of letters was organized to have the identical hierarchical structure (figure 1e).
Crucially, we discriminated between the neural computations for two levels in the build-up of a hierarchical structure. The first-level hierarchy (HL1) refers to the build-up of a hierarchical structure with two elements and an operator given externally. The second-level hierarchy (HL2) means the build-up of a hierarchical structure using two internal representations resulting from the previous first-level processing (HL1) and an operator given externally. We differentiate the two levels in the hierarchical structure building, because we assume the ability to build the hierarchical structure with internal representation could be fundamental to the faculty of language.
METHODS (a) Participants
A total of 18 right-handed, healthy subjects took part in the study (11 females and 7 males). Handedness was assessed with the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [25] (M ¼ 92, range ¼ 67-100). The mean age was 30.3 years, and the range was 21-40. All participants were native Japanese speakers living in Leipzig, Germany. All had no history of neurological disorders. The experimental procedures were approved by the Research Ethics Committees of the University of Leipzig. Written informed consent was given by all subjects.
(b) Stimuli and tasks (i) Stimuli LIST trials (encoding of two items used as baseline control ). The subjects encoded two items presented sequentially. In the language task (LANG), the items were plausible combinations of an adjective and a noun without a case-marking particle (e.g. siroi ie [white house]). In the arithmetic task (ARITH), two digits were given (from 1 to 9). In the string operation task (STRING), two capital letters were selected from A, B, C and D without repetition of letters (table 1) .
HL1 trials (building of the first-level hierarchy). In the HL1 trials, subjects had to build a hierarchy with two serially given items and the operator attached to the second item (table 1) . In LANG, the operators were one of four case-marking particles (ga, ni, wa, wo), which were attached to the right of the noun. For example, a noun phrase 'wakai otoko-ga' (a young man [nominative case]) was presented. These particles signal a phrase closure and assign a thematic role, and subjects had to remember the exact combination of adjective, noun and particle. In ARITH, one of the four binary arithmetic operators (þ,2,Â,/), which allow calculation, was given. We employed the reverse Polish notation (named after the Polish logician Jan Łukasiewicz), which is an expression for mathematical formulae without using parentheses. In this notation, the operator is given after the two elements. In this study, for example, when a sequence 1 2þ was given, subjects had to calculate 1 þ 2 and remember the answer 3. In STRING, 1 or 2 was the operator that specified which item(s) had to be remembered. For example, for sequence A B1, A should be remembered, and for D C2, C had to be remembered (table 1).
HL2 trials (building the second-level hierarchy). In the HL2 trials, subjects were given two HL1 stimuli in a row, and they had to build a hierarchical structure with the two internally represented outputs of the previous HL1 processing steps using the second-level operator presented in the final frame ( figure 1 and  table 1 ). In LANG, the sentence-final verb closed a sentence. Note that verbs always occupy the sentence-final position in Japanese sentences. Complete Japanese sentences were given, and the subjects were instructed to understand them. The verbs were in past tense and the voice of the verbs (i.e. active/passive/ causative/causative-passive) was varied to provide different sentence types. Although differences in voice can affect the activation pattern of the pars triangularis and posterior superior temporal sulcus [26] , we did not treat them separately. The verbs were either in active (verb ending -ta, 10 verbs), passive (-rareta, 10 verbs), causative (-saseta, 10 verbs) or causative-passive (-saserareta, 10 verbs) voice.
This resulted in the following sentence types:
animate NP-ha animate NP-ni V-passive.
(five sentences) inanimate NP-ga animate NP-ni V-passive.
(five sentences) animate NP-ha animate NP-wo V-active.
(five sentences) animate NP-ga inanimate NP-wo V-active.
(five sentences) animate NP-ni animate NP-wa or NP-ga V-causativepassive.
(five sentences) animate NP-ni inanimate NP-wo V-causative e-passive.
(five sentences) animate NP-ha inanimate NP-ni V-causative.
(five sentences) animate NP-ga animate NP-ni V-causative.
(five sentences) Figure 1 . Two-level build-up of a hierarchical structure. (a) Two-step hierarchical structure building. a 1 -a 4 are the elements given externally, w 1 and w 2 are the first-level operators , and F is the second-level operator (table 1) . The operations by w and F take two elements and build hierarchical structures with nodes P and S. Note that nodes such as NP, P and S are not externally given stimuli, but are the mental representations of the previously built hierarchical structures. (b) The resulting hierarchical structure from two-step hierarchical structure building. (c -e) Hierarchical structures of the HL2 sequences for language (LANG), arithmetic (ARITH) and string operation (STRING). Note that the structural description of the language example does not conform with standard linguistic descriptions in which NP 2 and V are subnodes of a verb phrase (VP). The present description was chosen to show the structural similarity across domains. NP, noun phrase; Adj, adjective; N, noun; Aff, affix (i.e. case marking particle); V, verb.
The interpretation of the case-marking particles can be dependent on the voice of the verb. For example, in the 'animate NP1-ga animate NP2-ni' construction, if the verb takes the active voice, NP1 is interpreted as the agent and NP2 as the recipient, but if the verb is in the passive voice, it is the reverse (for details see [26] ). Only five of 40 sentences (inanimate NP-ga animate NP-ni V-passive) allowed the resolution of thematic roles before the verb and allowed prediction of the voice of the forthcoming verb at the second NP. The two noun phrases referred to either humans (65 nouns) or inanimate objects (15 nouns). In ARITH and STRING, the two HL1 stimuli produced two values, and together with the second-level operator, these two produced the final result. For example, the mathematical expression '(1 þ 2) Â (4 -2)' is unambiguously expressed as '1 2þ 4 2-Â' by the Reverse Polish notation and results in 6. In STRING, AB1 DC2 2 requires two operations of the building of the HL1. In A B1, the first letter must be held in memory (A B1 ! A), and in D C2, the second letter must be held in memory (D C2 ! C). Then, finally the HL2 is built as A C2 ! C.
(c) Formal description of elements, operators and tasks We denote the building of hierarchical structure as a i a j c ! N, where a i , a j [ S (elements or terminal symbols) < N (non-terminal symbols), w 1 , w 2 , F [ c (operator) and P, S [ N (mental representations for the nodes of the HL1 and HL2, or non-terminal symbols).
The HL1 is built as
Taking the products of the previous operation, the HL2 is built as
The whole process can be equivalently expressed as ((a 1 a 2 w 1 )(a 3 a 4 w 2 ))F ! S. This two-level operation creates a hierarchical structure as shown in figure 1 . The elements in each domain are Language: S ¼ fadjective, noung, c ¼ fga, wo, wa, ni (case marking particle), verbg, N ¼ fNP, Sg, where NP is noun phrase and S is sentence.
Arithmetic:
String operation:
We modelled the online sequence processing of the hierarchically structured sequences as a repeated application of hierarchical structure building a 1 a 2 w ! P, where a is an element, w is an operator and P is the node of the hierarchical structure (figure 1a,b). We draw a distinction between the two levels in the hierarchical structure building. HL1 refers to the hierarchy with the elements given externally as visual stimuli. As a Table 1 . Stimulus types and examples of HL2 stimuli. Three types of stimulus (LIST, HL1, and HL2) with identical hierarchical structures are defined for the three domains. a 1 -a 4 are elements. w 1 and w 2 are the first-level operators and F is the second-level operator. a 1 -a 4 are fadjective, noung, f1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10g, and fA,B,C,Dg, and w 1 and w 2 are fga, wa, ni, wo (case marking particles)g, fþ,2,Â,/g, and f1,2g and F is fverbsg, fþ,2,Â,/g, and f1,2g in LANG, ARITH and STRING, respectively. Elements were presented every one second and the presentation duration was 600 ms. In the LIST stimuli, the subject memorizes the two items presented serially. In the HL1 stimuli, a first-level operator is added to the second item. The subject integrates the two elements using an operator w and builds a hierarchical structure with a node P. In the HL2 stimuli, the subject integrates the results of the two previously given HL1 stimuli using a second-level operator F that appears in the final presentation frame and builds a hierarchical structure with a node S. In each trial, the subject keeps the final computation product (i.e. P or S) until the probe. NOM: nominative case, ACC: accusative case. 1 2þ 4 2-Âindicates (1 þ 2) Â (4 2 2) without parenthesis (the Reverse Polish notation). AB1 DC2 2 requires operations of A B1 ! A, D C2 ! C, and A C2 ! C. See also figure 1. control for HL1, we introduced encoding-only trials (LIST trials) that required participants to keep two items sequentially in memory without any structure building. HL2 is the hierarchy with internally represented elements resulting from the previous first-level building (HL1) that is stored in memory. Crucially, the build-up of hierarchical structure with the internal elements generates the hierarchical structures (figure 1b) inherent to language (figure1c) and also to mathematics (figure 1d).
(d) Probes Probes were presented after each trial to check the results of the computation. The time from the onset of the probe was modelled as offline processing. In LANG, for LIST and HL1 stimuli, the probes were noun phrases that were either correct (identical to those presented in the trials) or incorrect. Incorrect probes were created by replacing an adjective, noun or particle with another item that did not occur in the stimulus sentence, but was selected from the same lexical category. For example, for the stimulus of 'wakai otoko-ga (young man-ga)', an incorrect probe can be 'wakai otoko-wa' (young man-wa). For the HL2 stimuli, the correct probes were sentences that restated a part of the given sentence. Incorrect probes were constructed in a similar way to correct probes, but they were changed to express a different meaning. In some cases, one lexical item was replaced by one that did not appear in the stimulus trial. For example, for the sentence 'A good wine was found by a veteran sommelier', the probe (incorrect) was 'A white wine was found'. In other cases, the agent and the recipient of the action were exchanged. In ARITH and STRING, the correct probes were the identical pairs of digits/ letters including the order (LIST stimuli) or one digit/ letter, which was the same as the result of the operation (HL1 and HL2 stimuli). Incorrect probes were different pairs of digits/letters (LIST stimuli) or one digit/letter (HL1 and HL2 stimuli) different from the result of the operation.
(e) Qualitative differences in the stimuli and the operations among the domains Although the stimuli were given in the sequence of an identical hierarchical structure, there are qualitative differences in the mental processing among the domains. Firstly, non-terminal symbols, or nodes, are qualitatively different. The non-terminal symbols in LANG are mental representations of a phrase or a sentence. In ARITH and STRING, any nodes are numbers and letters that are identical to the terminal symbols. Secondly, a few initial elements in a sentence in LANG may allow us to predict the forthcoming words based on the meaning of words or the context the words imply. Predictions are also possible based on syntactic information. According to the thetacriterion that holds that no theta role can be given twice in a sentence one can predict that, if the first NP has the case maker 'ni', then the second NP cannot have the case maker 'ni', but has to have other makers. Moreover, a sequence (inanimate NP-ga animate NP-ni) allows only passive voice marker for the verb. ARITH and STRING do not allow the participants to predict the forthcoming elements. Thirdly, the commutability of elements differs. Elements are commutable with the operators þ and Â but not with -and / in the ARITH task. For example, 2 þ 3 is equal to 3 þ 2, but 2 -3 is not equal to 3 2 2.
In LANG, the order of the elements is not changeable at all. Combination of noun -adjective -particle in this order results in ungrammatical products. In STRING, elements are commutable. Fourthly, there is a qualitative difference in the probes that test the participants' performance. While we presented other sentences as a probe in LANG to test subjects' comprehension, we gave one digit or one letter as the probe in the other two domains. Finally, proficiency in processing differs. Language is acquired in the early period of life and used every day. Arithmetic is learned in childhood and is automatized, but the frequency of use is less than that of language. The STRING task requires acquisition of a newly introduced rule, and proficiency should be the lowest. Even though there are many domain-specific features in the stimuli and their processing, the three domains share a two-step building of the hierarchical structures as common cognitive processes (figure 1).
(f) Experimental procedure An event-related design was used and the stimuli of the nine conditions (i.e. three tasks (LANG, ARITH and STRING) Â three trial types (LIST, HL1 and HL2) were presented in pseudo-random order. In each trial, two (LIST and HL1) or five (HL2) items were visually presented one by one for 600 ms every 1000 ms. After a blank screen of 3000 or 3400 ms, the probe was presented for 2000 ms ( (h) Analysis (i) Preprocessing of structural and functional magnetic resonance imaging data The first five volumes of the fMRI session were discarded to eliminate magnetic saturation effects. Data analysis were carried out using SPM8 (available at http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) on Linux PC workstations. Structural images were corrected for signal intensity bias due to the magnetic field inhomogeneity using the bias correction tool in SPM8. The EPI images were realigned to the first image and then the difference in the slice acquisition time was corrected. Subsequently, the EPI images were coregistered to the subjects' three-dimensional high-resolution structural images. Normalizing an individual structural image to the SPM8 T1 brain template was processed in two steps: (i) estimation of the normalization parameters and (ii) writing the normalized images with the parameters. This parameter transformed the structural images and all the EPI volumes into a common stereotaxic space to allow multi-subject analyses. The EPI images were resampled into 3 Â 3 Â 3 mm 3 voxels and the structural images into 1 Â 1 Â 1 mm 3 voxels with the seventh degree B-spline interpolation.
(ii) Whole brain analysis As a first step, individual analyses were performed. All the functional volumes were smoothed with a 6-mm full width at half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel prior to statistical calculation in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and to compensate for the anatomical variability among individual brains. Each subject's haemodynamic responses induced by the stimuli and probes were modelled with a box-car function with the duration of the stimulus presentation (1600 ms for LIST and HL1, 4600 ms for HL2), and for probes (2000 ms) and convolved with a haemodynamic function. The stimuli and probes were modelled as distinct events to separate online hierarchical processing from offline probe matching. The global mean intensity of each session was normalized to 100. Confounds by global signal changes were removed by applying a high pass filter with a cut-off cycle of 128 s. Signal increase relative to the baseline in each condition of each participant was estimated according to the general linear model. The resulting individual contrast images were submitted to the second-level (group) analysis, including a conjunction analysis (against the 'conjunction null' hypothesis [27] ). Statistical inferences were drawn at p , 0.05 (corrected) at cluster level: the statistical maps (SPMfTg) were thresholded at p , 0.001 (not corrected), and then thresholded by the cluster size (k ¼ 50).
(iii) Volumes of interest analysis
To visualize the activation time course and to perform further detailed statistical analysis, we reconstructed the trial time courses (TTCs) of the activated regions in the PFC for each condition. These were the ventral premotor cortex (PMv) and the dorsal portion of the pars opercularis (POd). For the volumes of interest (VOI) of the PMv, the activated cluster revealed by the conjunction analysis of 'HL1 . LIST' was used ( figure 3 and table 2 ), since this contrast reveals neural correlates for the HL1 building. Assuming that the posterior-to-anterior gradient hypothesis [22] holds for abstract hierarchy building we take the POd as a neural correlate for the HL2. We defined the POd VOI as the activation cluster of the conjunction analysis of 'HL2 . baseline' (figure 3 and table 2) that locates within a cytoarchitectonically defined PO (i.e. Brodmann's area 44 [28, 29] ). Since we cannot compare the brain activation for HL2 with that for HL1 directly (i.e. 'HL2 . HL1') due to the difference in the trial duration, we used the contrast 'HL2 . baseline'. The cytoarchitectonic map is a digitized three-dimensional population map (in the MNI space) of cytoarchitectonic areas created with 10 postmortem human brains in which borders of areas were determined by statistically significant changes in laminar density patterns of neuronal cell bodies. We truncated a population map of Brodmann's area 44 of the left hemisphere at 30 per cent and created a mask image. Mean time-series data were extracted from these VOIs using MARSBAR v. 0.41 (available at http://marsbar.sourceforge.net). The TTCs for each condition were modelled with 21 variables representing the BOLD signal at every 0.8 s from 0 to 16 s after the stimulus onset, and the simultaneous equation was solved against the time-series data of VOIs under the assumption of linear time invariant system. In this analysis, we did not assume any shapes for haemodynamic responses, and online and offline processing were not separately modelled, resulting in two peaks in the reconstructed TTC.
To evaluate the difference in the building cost according to the levels of hierarchy, we calculated the BOLD signal difference between HL2 and HL1, and HL1 and LIST (we call this difference in the building cost DCOST). We obtained the time to reach peaks from the mean TTCs of HL2 and HL1 trials across the three domains, and then collected the peak signal for the sequence processing from the individual TTCs. The DCOSTs are computed with a novel method that was applied to correct for the peak BOLD signal height difference due to the difference in the duration of the stimuli in LIST, HL1 and HL2. The correction was performed in a procedure as follows. First, we calculated the convolution of a canonical haemodynamic function and a rectangular function with different durations (figure 2a). Then, we plotted the peak BOLD signal height against stimulus duration (figure 2b). Using this plot, we derived the weights to transform the BOLD signals (%) measured in trials of different durations into the signal unit when the would have a duration of one second (corrected %). The weights were the ratios of the peak height for the duration of the stimuli over that for the duration of 1 s. The peak BOLD signals sampled from the reconstructed TTC were divided by these weights to enable the comparison of BOLD signal increase between conditions of different durations. Although this correction is based on an assumption of linearity in the convolution of a canonical haemodynamic function and rectangular functions (figure 2), we believe that this method serves as a reasonable correction in this instance. For sequence processing, HL2/c 2 -HL1/ c 1 and HL1/c 1 -LIST/c 0 were computed, where c 0 , c 1 , c 2 ¼ 1.58, 1.58, 3.93. Note that these two DCOSTs are qualitatively different. HL1/c 1 -LIST/c 0 shows the BOLD signal difference between a 1 a 2 w (HL1) and a 1 a 2 (LIST), namely for w, the building of HL1. On the other hand, HL2/c 2 -HL1/c 1 indicates the corrected difference between P 1 P 2 F and a 1 a 2 w 1 , which is not equal to F, the HL2 building. HIERARCHY LEVEL was detected (F 4,68 ¼ 76.2**). Analyses for simple main effect revealed a significant effect of DOMAIN in all hierarchy levels (LANG .* ARITH % STRING), and effect of HIERARCHY LEVEL at LANG (HL1 % LIST ,* HL2), ARITH (LIST .* HL2, LIST % HL1, HL1 % HL2) and STRING (LIST .* HL1 .* HL2), respectively.
RESULTS (a) Behavioural results

(b) Imaging results
Several different analyses were conducted to evaluate the brain activation of sequence processing in the different domains. First, a conjunction analysis across the three domains was performed in LIST, HL1 and HL2 trials, respectively. The results are presented in figure 3 . Sequence processing during HL1 and HL2 activates the ventral premotor area (PMv) and the POd, including the depth of the inferior frontal sulcus, and inferior temporal/occipital regions ( figure 3 and table 2 ). The cluster in the PMv was the only region that was seen to be activated for the HL1 . LIST contrast in the conjunction analysis across the three domains ( figure 3 and table 2 ), indicating that the PMv is involved in the building of the HL1 common to the three domains.
The domain-specific activation of sequence processing was revealed by LANG . STRING and ARITH . STRING contrasts (table 3) . Compared with STRING, LANG shows more activation in the pars triangularis, pars orbitalis, superior temporal sulcus, hippocampal gyrus and retrosplenial cortex. Compared with STRING, ARITH showed increased activation in the PO bilaterally.
We reconstructed a TTC for each stimulus type in the POd and PMv VOIs (for VOI definition, see §2) (figure 4) and obtained the peak BOLD signals used in the computation of difference in the building cost (DCOST). In the reconstruction of the TTCs, we did not explicitly model stimuli and probe as distinct neural events, but checked whether different BOLD signal peaks corresponding to stimuli and probes are visible in the plots (figure 4). We averaged the TTCs of all the domains and confirmed two separate peaks for the processing of stimuli and probes. We calculated the times to peaks for the sequence stimuli processing as 3.2 s for LIST and HL1, and 8.0 s for HL2 trials after the stimuli onset. The TTC plots revealed that the POd activation for stimulus processing (between 4 and 8 s) is much lower for LANG Table 2 . Activation revealed by conjunction analysis for online sequence processing for LIST, HL1 and HL2 stimuli and the contrast HL1 . LIST across three domains. sup, superior; mid, middle; med, medial; inf, inferior; ant, anterior; post, posterior; g, gyrus; s, sulcus; L, left; R, right, PMv, ventral premotor area; POd, dorsal portion of the pars opercularis; SMA, supplementary motor area. Cluster size is given in number of voxels (1 voxel is 3 Â 3 Â 3 mm). When cluster p and cluster size are blank, it means the peak is found in the same cluster listed immediately above. than ARITH and STRING, but higher for probe processing (between 9 and 16 s). Although the conjunction analyses ( figure 3 ) suggest that the POd is domain-generally involved in online hierarchical structure building of the stimulus sequence (in both HL1 and HL2), the TTC analysis provides a finer grained picture, suggesting the effectiveness of the POd for native language processing at higher hierarchy levels. In order to statistically compare DCOST at the lower and higher hierarchy levels, we computed the difference between the BOLD signal peak height of HL2 and HL1, and HL1 and LIST. Since we had to compare the BOLD signals of the trials of different durations, we converted the BOLD signals into the unit of signal increase per cent per second. Without this conversion of the unit, the difference between HL2 and HL1 trials is difficult to compare due to the difference in the duration of the stimuli. The DCOSTs were analysed in a within-subject three-way ANOVA with factors DCOST (HL2 -HL1/HL1-LIST), DOMAIN (LANG/ARITH/STRING) and REGION (PMv/POd). A significant interaction between DCOST and REGION (F 1,17 ¼ 17.06**) was found (figure 5), but the three-way interaction (F 2,34 ¼ 0.17) and interaction between DCOST and DOMAIN (F 1,17 ¼ 2.75 (p , 0.1)) did not reach significance. These results suggest no differences between domains with respect to DCOST (i.e. the difference in brain activation between hierarchy levels.) The latter interaction suggests that the opposite patterns of the DCOSTs in the PMv and POv are statistically significant. The simple main effect analysis for the latter interaction revealed a significant effect of DCOST at the PMv (F 1,17 ¼ 5.97*) but not at the POd (F 1,17 ¼ 0.48 ns), and significant effects of REGION at both DCOSTs (F 1,17 ¼ 8.47**, 17.56** for HL2-HL1 and HL1-LIST, respectively).
DISCUSSION
The present study investigated the neural basis of hierarchical structure building at different hierarchy levels in two cognitive domains, language and mathematics.
(a) Level of hierarchy in structure building in the lateral prefrontal cortex The results suggest that posterior sub-regions of the lateral PFC are functionally organized in a posterior-to-anterior gradient to implement hierarchical structure building at different levels in language and mathematics. The analyses of the building costs revealed that hierarchical structure building with two successive externally given stimuli (HL1), relative to mere encoding (LIST), activates the PMv, while the building of a higher-level hierarchy with two mental representations (HL2) activates a more anterior region, weighted on the dorsal part of the pars opercularis (POd), i.e. the posterior dorsal part of Broca's area (Brodmann's area 44; figure 5 ). Although the estimation of the difference in the integration cost between the hierarchy conditions of different trial durations is based on a novel method, and may therefore need empirical validation in the same as well as in different modalities, the current results provide first evidence for a posterior-to-anterior gradient as structural hierarchy increases.
The shift of activation pattern from a posterior to a more anterior region in the lateral PFC, as a function of the increase in the hierarchy level, appears to be compatible with the view that the lateral PFC is hierarchically organized along the posterior-to-anterior axis for different levels of cognitive control [21] [22] [23] [24] . However, we face a gap when applying the hierarchical cognitive control hypothesis with its posterior-toanterior gradient for contextual, episodic and branching control to language. Firstly, accumulating evidence suggests that centre-embedding structures are processed Table 3 . Activation revealed by the direct comparison of online sequence processing of HL2 stimuli of LANG versus STRING and that of ARITH versus STRING. sup, superior; mid, middle; med, medial; inf, inferior; ant, anterior; post, posterior; g, gyrus; s, sulcus; L, left; R, right; PTr, pars triangularis; PO, pars orbitalis. Cluster size is given in number of voxels (1 voxel is 3 Â 3 Â 3 mm). When cluster p and cluster size are blank, the peak is found in the same cluster listed immediately above. in the PO [6, 10, 11, 13, 14] , and that such structures require cognitive branching. For example, in a centreembedded structure such as in [A 1 [A 2 B 2 ]B 1 ], the A 1 is processed first and kept on hold, then the inner structure is processed before the B 1 is processed. According to the hierarchical cognitive control hypothesis [21, 23] , such branching processes should activate the anterior polar cortex. Secondly, it is conceptually unclear whether hierarchical structure building in language/arithmetic processing corresponds to 'action selection' in the hierarchical cognitive control hypothesis. Thus, further theoretical and empirical work is needed to integrate language processing into the hypothesis.
(b) Processing of event sequences in the lateral prefrontal cortex In the present study, the dorsal part of PO was seen to be activated for HL2 building in language and mathematics. In general, there is convergent evidence suggesting that the PO is involved in the processing of event sequences in various forms, such as visual object sequences [30 -32] and human action sequences [33, 34] . Crucially, hierarchically structured sequences of syllables [6, 13] and sentences with similar hierarchical structures selectively activate the PO [10, 11, 14] . From a neuroanatomical perspective, the present activation clusters covering the POd and PMv (figure 3) are close to or include the left inferior frontal junction (IFJ), which is activated by a task switch: a cognitive process required when several distinct tasks have to be applied in a sequence [35, 36] . These findings suggest that a larger PFC region involving the PMv, POd and IFJ may play a role in updating internal representations, be it in processing structured sequences or in task representation during online sequence processing.
(c) Language-specific activation pattern in Broca's area When comparing language processing to the mathematic and working memory task, we observed that POd activation is significantly lower in LANG compared with ARITH and STRING (figure 4). This lower activation suggests that LANG stimuli are computed more efficiently in the POd when building hierarchical structures. Because the structural processing for native language sentences is over-learned and highly automatic, the local neural circuit may involve fewer neurons compared with the less practiced arithmetic and the newly learned string operation working memory task [37] . The reduced activation for language may also be due to facilitation by additional information that exists in language but not in other conditions. For example, in simple sentences like the ones used here, the thematic relations ('who is doing what to whom') can be recovered using case marking information and also semantic information (animacy) of noun phrases. Recent neuroimaging studies revealed that both information types activate PO when it comes to assigning thematic roles [38 -40] . Psycholinguistic studies using English as the test language have demonstrated that people can comprehend sentences even by using a shallow syntactic analysis on some occasions, suggesting that heuristics can drive sentence processing without building complete syntactic hierarchical representation [41, 42] . Such heuristic processing of a sentence may be reflected in respective brain regions in the LANG . STRING contrast (table 3) . One region is the pars triangularis (PTr), which is known to reflect the lexico-semantic processing of words [7, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] .
Other regions are the hippocampus/parahippocampal gyri and retrosplenial cortex. These two regions were found to be activated more in language compared with the working memory task in the present study. Some authors have reported that these two regions are involved in the processing of contextually associated memories [48] for generating predictions of forthcoming events [49] . Thus, in the argument paradigm in which elements are presented at slow pace semantic/ heuristic processes may come into play (for nonsyntactic strategies in sentence processing, see also [50] ), thereby reducing the computational burden in the POd during sentence processing.
(d) Hierarchical structure processing in mathematics The present results are partly compatible with work on the processing of hierarchies in mathematics. Although the maximum of the activation for hierarchical structure processing in mathematics was found anterior to Broca's area, a post hoc ROI analysis revealed that Broca's area (PO) was also involved [19, 20] . The recruitment of the more anterior region in the Friedrich & Friederici study can be put down to the fact that their mathematical formulae were highly abstract, whereas the present mathematical sequences contained natural numbers. The present findings are indeed compatible with behavioural results that showed structural priming from Figure 5 . Building of the hierarchical structure at the first-and second-levels. (a) The difference in hierarchical structure building costs (DCOST) between HL2 and HL1 in online sequence processing. This is the difference between PPF and aaw with correction for the difference in duration of the stimuli. (b) DCOST between HL1 and LIST in online sequence processing. This is the difference between aaw and aa. Note that the difference computed in HL1-LIST corresponds to the HL1 building cost w, the difference computed in HL2-HL1 does not correspond to the HL1 building cost F, but to the difference between PPF and aaw. Error bars show standard errors. See figure 3 for the reconstructed TTCs in the two VOIs. (c) Schema for hierarchical structure building and the supporting neural basis. For details, see figure 1 and table 1. PMv (light blue) and POd (pink) are projected on the surface of a template brain. mathematical sequences to language, i.e. from the parenthetical grouping in mathematical calculations to the syntactic structure of sentences [51] . These behavioural findings argue for a domain generality of structural representations and possibly processes.
However, our results are at variance with a recent imaging study comparing the brain activation across different domains, including language, mathematics and working memory [18] ). Using a localizer task reflecting both lexical and syntactic aspects of language processing, the authors found little or no response by the language regions to non-linguistic domains. They argued for domain specificity for language of the pars orbitalis and more posterior IFG region, possibly including both the PO and PTr. Activations in the PO for the language condition in the former study would, however, be compatible with the present study. In addition, their working memory results are largely compatible with the present results. This is in contrast to the results for the mathematical conditions in the two studies. This may be due to differences between the actual calculations required in the study by Fedorenko et al. [18] and the present one. A critical difference between the arithmetic calculation following the Reverse Polish notation (figure 1) and those used by Fedorenko et al. (21 þ 7 þ 8 þ 6) is that in the latter case, the participant has to successively hold only one internal representation in order to perform the next processing steps. Our design, in contrast, required the operation on two internal representations in order to build the HL2. This difference may explain the activation of the PO in the mathematics condition in our design compared with that of Fedorenko et al. Thus, the PO seems to be recruited only when two (or more) internally represented elements are integrated to build a hierarchical structure.
(e) Specific effects in the string operation task In the HL1 . LIST contrast, POd activation is much higher in STRING than in LANG and ARITH, leading to non-significant DCOSTeffect in the POd (figure 5b). Interestingly, the STRING operation condition also differs from the other conditions in RT. An ANOVA for RT revealed significantly longer RT in HL1 compared with LIST only in the STRING condition. These results suggest that the processes required in the STRING condition are fundamentally different from those in the two other domains: adjective and noun in language as well as the two digits in arithmetic are actually integrated, whereas in the string operation working memory task they are only selected.
CONCLUSION
Using a novel method to compute the difference in the integration cost between the conditions of different trial durations, we showed that the left posterior PFC is functionally organized to subserve the buildup of hierarchical structures at different levels in online sequence processing. The build-up of the HL1 with the externally given elements is supported by the PMv, whereas the second-level hierarchical build-up with internally represented elements recruits the POd. This mechanism holds across language and mathematics, but with more efficient processing in language compared with other domains.
